
The Reset C  de

HOLISTIC WELLBEING RETREAT  
24th - 28th October 2022

Maybe the journey is not so much about becoming 
anything, maybe it’s about unbecoming everything 
you thought you were in order to become the person 
you were meant to be in the first place. 

Paulo Coelho

“



Introduction
The Reset Code will take individuals on a five day (four night) transformational  
journey of self-discovery and enlightenment. 

The Reset Code has been carefully created by the 
highly skilled Euphrenity team who are experts in their 
respective field of work and has been designed to fully 
realign and reset your body and mind. The journey is an 
immersive experience, uniting more conventional 
disciplines of neuroscience and psychotherapy with  
ancient practices of yoga, meditation, shamanic  
healing modalities. From hypnotherapy, cold water  
immersion to sacred teachings of forgotten wisdom, 

this retreat is uniquely designed to meet you where 
you’re at. As part of this deeply transformational 
experience the euphrenity team will work with you to 
curate your pre retreat intentions and a post retreat 
support package.

During the retreat, there is a daily schedule of  
offerings and there is space for self-reflection and  
1:1 support and guidance from coaches and therapists.
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Lisa Upton 
Transformational Wellbeing Coach and Founder of Euphrenity 
euphrenity.com

Lisa Upton is a certified transformational coach, NLP practitioner, hypnotherapist, and 
founder of Euphrenity. Lisa has a passion for developing people and has spent years  
working with some of the worlds leading Neuro scientists, researchers and  
psychologists to discover the most effective techniques to help people better maintain and 
improve positive mental health. These include a number of contemporary modalities  
including hypnotherapy, timeline therapy, core processing and neurological levels of 
change through these techniques you will learn new ways to manage your emotions and 
behaviours and how to reinforce positive mood states.

Louise Harris 
Holistic Wellbeing Coach and Founder of The Mindful Being 
the-mindful-being.com

Louise is a shamanic practitioner, yoga teacher, energy coach and the founder of the  
mindful being. Louise’s passion is all things that empower humans to evolve their  
consciousness and her personal passion is healing through movement, breath, sacred  
ceremony & ritual. Louise will lead the cacao ceremonies. Louise’s yoga and energy  
coaching practices will help you enhance your strength and flexibility and her devotional 
movement medicine will invite a deeper connection with your energy body accessing parts 
of you that are ready to heal. 

Adam Laidler 
Integrative Psychotherapist 
mebeingadam.com

Adam is an experienced psychotherapist, coach and public speaker with a passion for 
helping and inspiring others to reach their potential. Adam’s practice is found upon the very 
latest scientific research, which he blends with a sense of pragmatism and compassion.  
He also believes there is ample space for humour in the therapy room.

Meet the Team



What to Expect

Neuroscience 
To understand how neuroscience  

plays a part in psychology, its  
helpful to first lay the foundations  

with an awareness of what  
neuroscience is? You will learn the 

basics of brain science together with 
the scientific study of the nervous 
system and why the relationship 

between the body and mind  
is so important.

Meditation Yoga and 
Breath work 

Transformational yoga that meets  
you where you are at physically,  

emotionally, and spiritually. Meditation 
and breathwork practice to get you 

started on your journey or to deepen 
your practice. All designed to work  
with your energy body, unlocking  
anything keeping you stuck and  

creating space for a new expanded  
version of yourself to emerge.

One to One Therapy 
and Group Therapy 
You will have the opportunity to 

spent one to one time with a  
therapist or coach to set your  
individual intentions, whilst  
also having space to express  

yourself with the group  
without judgement. 

Physical Fitness 
Avalon is the perfect location to 
reconnect to nature, set in this 

stunning 3000 acre site you will 
have the opportunity to immerse 
yourself in a number of activities 

including, guided mountain hikes, 
forest bathing, and cold  

water swimming.  

Shamanic Healing 
There has been a recent rebirth of this 
ancient form of healing. Our modern 

times seem far removed from the 
experience of indigenous people,  
the needs and expression of the 

human soul is still the same. This is 
experiential in nature. We’ll explore 
some of the basics and dive deeper 
for those who feel open to connect 
with gifts that shamanism helps us 

remember lie within us all.

Food that Restores
Your meals will be nutritious and 

full of locally sourced, natural  
ingredients. Prepared by the  

Avalon chefs who work respectfully 
with the seasons to create delicious 

ayurvedic vegetarian and plant 
based meals.



A Typical Day

l Early Morning Yoga Meditation or breath work,  
 followed by a healthy nutritional breakfast. 

l Delve into transformational theory based learning 
 which will be followed by a nature based practise.  

l Theory based learning, and psychology.

l Stunning hikes through the North Yorkshire  
 countryside.

l Cold water immersion therapy with the option of 
 some forest bathing.  

l Personal reflection or 1:1 therapy or coaching.

l Nourishing sacred space and cocao ceremonies.

l Three course group dinner prepared by the  
 in house chef serving locally sourced organic foods.

organic
nutritional
meditation
immersion



You will be allocated your own room in the  
beautiful spacious Eden House which you will share 
with the rest of the group and will be home to you 
for the duration of your stay. All rooms are based on 
single occupancy, there are however a small  
number of twin rooms available (this will reduce 
the overall cost of the retreat) so why not invite a 

friend/partner to attend so you can experience  
this together.

Avalon’s in house Ayurvedic chef will prepare your 
food throughout the whole experience including 
organic locally sourced vegetarian and/or plant 
based foods.  

Accommodation
You will spend your time at the exclusive luxury Avalon wellbeing sanctuary in  
Skipton North Yorkshire, which has one of the most privileged views set within  
the rural Yorkshire countryside. 



Invest in Yourself

Due to the popularity of this retreat we require a 20% 
deposit to secure your place, 50% six months prior to the 
retreat and full payment three Months ahead of the 
retreat. Monthly payment options are available please 
express your interest with one of the team we will arrange 
a call/meeting with you to check that this is the right 
programme for you. In the interest of your own safety and 
that of the group, we may recommend that this retreat is 
not suitable for you. So drop us an email today! 

Planning four weeks prior to the workshop we will host the 
first 1-hour Introduction group online Webinar where you 
will get the opportunity to meet the rest of the group  
and two weeks prior to the workshop we will host a  
second to further discuss the logistics of the trip and 
answer any questions. 

l The cost of the trip is £3222 per person.

l If you would like single occupancy, please get in 
 contact before booking to check availability.

l This cost is fully inclusive of 1:1 pre retreat intentions 
 session. Tuition, 1:1 coaching, therapy, yoga meditation, 
 cold water immersion therapy, forest bathing, guided 
 hikes, ceremonies, course material, use of the state of 
 the art Utopia Spa, accommodation and meals for the 
 duration of your stay and a bespoke post retreat 
 support package.

l Full refunds will be provided if COVID 19 prevents the 
 retreat going ahead. 

So drop us an email today!

* lisa@euphrenity.com

Eden   Broughton Hall Estate   Skipton   Yorkshire   BD23 3AE

euphrenity.com


